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 .President Donald Trump is continuing his
feud with House Speaker Nancy Pelosi by
mocking her pronunciation of "rocket" and

"alien," among other things. Trump tweeted
Tuesday night: "Can you believe that Nancy
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Pelosi just said that I am having a'mental
breakdown' when, in fact, she is the one who
is 'having a mental breakdown." Trump has
long attacked Pelosi, who has represented
the U.S. House of Representatives since

1987, and many recent tweets have
targeted her impeachment, saying that the

charges were made up by Democrats. Trump
has also attacked her for incorrectly

pronouncing "rocket," claiming that she
referred to him as a "low IQ individual."

Here's a look back at some of Trump's more
recent attacks against Pelosi: No “Chaos.”
It’s the Democrats in Congress that are a
complete mess – they just can’t stay on

Message! pic.twitter.com/kM4QE5qf1L —
Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump)

September 9, 2019 The opposition to Trump
in Congress is not unified. A Democrat who is
leading the impeachment effort in the House
of Representatives, Rep. Adam Schiff, has a
variety of problems, such as being rated the
least popular politician in America. People "in

the highest levels of government" did not
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want the president to declassify the
documents requested by Congress. Read
MoreThe present invention relates to a

floating type slide unit for sliding-along a
slide rail, and more particularly to a floating

type slide unit which comprises a pair of
slide blocks mounted on both sides of the
slide rail and provided respectively with

mating face portions which mate with the
slide rail, and a pair of roller members
rotatably supported by the pair of slide

blocks, each of the roller members being
provided at the front or at the rear thereof
with a depending roller portion, the roller
members rolling along the slide rail in an
obliquely forward direction along the slide

rail, whereby the slide block is moved toward
the other slide block along the slide rail.Q:

Django unique_together, allow null or empty
field How can I allow NULL or empty fields in
a django unique_together constraint? class

MyModel(models.Model): name =
models.CharField(max_length=50)

other_field =
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